
 

PBPro 201E Electric Comb Binding Machine
[pbpro201e]

 Your Price: $289.00
 

Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the link
to view the latest information: PBPro 201E Electric Comb Binding
Machine

The PBPro 201E has been discontinued. It has been replaced by the PBPro 301 Electric Comb Punch
and Bind Machine.

 

The PBPro 201E Electric Comb Binding Machine is heavy duty and will help you make comb bound
books easily. It's all metal construction makes it reliable and its features allow you to bind as many
comb bound books you need, quickly and precisely. It can easily punch 15 sheets of 20 lb. paper with
the push of a button thanks to its built in electric comb punch. The PBPro 201E has punch pins that can
be disengaged to allow binding of different size document. Without the ability to disengage a punch pin
you would have your document with half a hole punched in the corner.

Another feature that allows you to get the perfect bound document is the adjustable depth margin
guide, this lets you change the distance between the hole and the edge of the paper, this is useful for
larger comb sizes allowing your comb bound book to open smoothly. On the top of the machine there is
a comb opener, you insert the right size of comb supplies, use the lever to open it and place your
punched documents in the comb and close it, leaving you with your finished comb bound book. The
PBPro 201E Comb Binding Machine comes with a 2 year warranty and we can help with any questions
you might have about this machine.

Below is a video demonstration on the PBPro 201E that will walk you through the comb binding process.

Features

Punches up to 15 sheets of paper at a push of a button (20 lb.)
Binds up to a 2" Thick Document
Punching Width up to 12"
Adjustable Hole Depth
21 Disengagable Punch Pins
2 Year Warranty
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